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Divorce billionaire heiress chapter 2600-on the plane. 

Ning Zhenzhen was tied to the seat, surrounded by two bodyguards, she couldn’t even 
move. 

She didn’t dare to move, and tried her best to reduce her sense of existence. 

Fearing that Fu Yechuan and Ning Yue would think of her, they threw her into the sea to 
feed the fish. 

After all, if she fell into the Atlantic Ocean, she would have no bones left. 

Ning Yue fell asleep, but she couldn’t sleep well. 

Opening his eyes, he vaguely heard Fu Yechuan on the phone in another room. 

There was probably a conference call, and she was afraid of waking her up. 

Ning Yue glanced at the clouds outside the window, there were all kinds of shapes. 

She thought for a while, stood up, and walked in front of Ning Zhenzhen. 

The bodyguard immediately stood up, “Madam.” 

Ning Yue pursed her lips, “I’ll say a few words to her, you go and wait.” 

The bodyguard nodded without hesitation. 

As Fu Yechuan said, Ning Yue’s words are his words, there is no difference. 

A look of fear flashed across Ning Zhenzhen’s eyes, but there was no way to retreat. 

Ning Yue tore off the tape on her mouth without hesitation, and Ning Zhenzhen gasped 
in pain. 

Half of his face was covered in red marks from duct tape. 

She didn’t dare to cry out the pain. 

“What are you going to tell me? You can’t kill me now, or you won’t be able to find out 
who your biological father is. Only I have seen it.” Ning 



Zhenzhen said bravely. 

She had met Ning Yue’s biological father, so she used this as an excuse to hold her 
hostage. 

Ning Yue twitched the corners of her mouth and looked at her sideways. 

Although her face was still weak, pale and bloodless, the emptiness and indifference in 
her eyes was enough for people to feel the indifference and coldness in her bones. 

Ning Yue who restrained her emotions like this made Ning Zhenzhen feel a strange 
chill. 

Ning Zhenzhen’s eyes flickered in a daze. 

Ning Yue snorted coldly, with a cold indifference between her brows and eyes, “What 
are you hiding from? Wasn’t it pretty before?” “ 

Ning Yue, don’t blame me, someone instructed me to do that, you have to hate me!” 
Just hate your biological father!” 

Ning Zhenzhen wanted to divert her target and save herself. 

Ning Yue twitched the corners of her mouth, “Oh, I will never let you two go.” 

“There is a wrong and a debt, you should go to your biological father to settle the score.” 
“ 

You are not wronged, if you don’t want to He hurt me, why would you do it for him?” 

Ning Yue glanced indifferently, and chuckled, “You don’t have to worry that I will let him 
go, Ning Zhenzhen, I will not let you and your parents go.” Ning 

Yue Zhenzhen raised her head suddenly and glared at her, “Ningyue, they are your 
relatives, you’d better not touch them.” 

Ningyue smiled meaningfully with a bit of danger, 

“I don’t believe you are the only one who has seen them.” He, your parents must have 
seen him, and they will even remember it more clearly. I will go to them directly. 
Anyway, you are in my hands. If they dare to be disobedient, I will kill you. Don’t forget, 
It’s not from your Ning family.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, Ning Zhenzhen was shocked. His face was pale with 
shock. 



“Okay, now we can talk honestly? Ning Zhenzhen, tell me the truth, who is that person?” 

Ning Yue looked at her indifferently, with scrutiny and indifference in her eyes. 

Ning Zhenzhen lowered her head with evasive eyes, “I really didn’t see who it was? I 
don’t know the identity of that person, how could he tell me?” 

Ning Yue smiled lightly, “You don’t even know his identity?” You don’t even know your 
identity, so how can you use it to threaten him later? Isn’t our relationship your best 
handle, and the Ning family’s crisis can be easily resolved in the future!” 

Ning Zhenzhen’s face turned ugly instantly. 

A feeling of being poked in the center of the mind jumped on the face in shame and 
anger. 

“So, if you don’t tell me, I’ll let Fu Yechuan bankrupt the Ning family first, and I don’t 
believe you guys won’t jump over the wall.” 

Ning Zhenzhen’s heart was stimulated by Ning Yue’s calm look. 

“I knew you were an unfamiliar white-eyed wolf! How could you do that!” 

“Because I’m Mrs. Fu!” 

Ning Yue sneered. 

Ning Zhenzhen was so angry that she couldn’t speak. 

“I’m not going to tell you, just do it if you have the ability. Ning Yue, Grandpa’s hard 
work is all there. If you want to go all out, the Ning family will be the first to let you go.” 
After all, the Ning family is more than just Ning. Zhenzhen’s family dominates. 

There are many inextricably linked connections involved. 

Ning Yue took a deep look at her, took a deep breath, turned around, and was about to 
return to her seat when she suddenly thought of something, stepped back, raised her 
hand high, and slapped her down. 

She used 100% of her strength, and the corners of Ning Zhenzhen’s mouth were split 
open, and she stared at her in horror and anger. 

“Ning Yue, just wait for me.” 

Ning Yue shook her hand, smiled lazily, calmly as if nothing had happened, 



“Okay, I’ll wait.” 

She just wants to let out a sigh of relief, which is considered cheap for her. 

I don’t know when the man appeared behind me. 

Walking over, he grabbed Ning Yue’s hand and rubbed it gently, “Don’t do it yourself, 
I’m tired, isn’t the bodyguard here?” 

Fu Yechuan’s tone was extremely calm and indifferent. 

It seemed that even if Ning Yue went crazy and wanted to kill someone, he would pass 
the knife behind him. 

Ning Zhenzhen glanced at Fu Yechuan in fear, and held back when she wanted to 
scold. 

It was finally quiet on the way back. 

An honest sentence from Ning ZhenzhenDon’t say anything. 

Even if the right cheek was swollen high and ugly, she didn’t dare to say a word. 

… 

their luggage was sent back to the villa. 

Fu Yechuan took Ning Yue directly to Fu’s Group. 

Chen Mian came back a few days early, and was a little scared when he heard about it. 

If Ning Yue was really captured, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

Ning Yue’s face was a little pale, but she was still in good spirits. 

in the office. 

There was a bit of silence in the air. 

Fu Yechuan sat there, “Is the investigation clear?” 

Chen Mian took out several documents, 

“Mr. Fu, after screening, only these five people qualified for the invitations we sent out. 
At that time, only these five people were answering the phone, Although one of them is 



using a Bluetooth headset, his mouth shape does not seem to be talking to the person 
opposite. Two of them have been 

living overseas, also in Europe, and have not returned to China for a long time. 

But the remaining three are in Domestic ones, two of them have a cooperative 
relationship with the Fu Group, and this one…” The shooting angles are very tricky. 

It can be seen that it took a lot of effort to find these people who answered and called at 
the same time. 

The hotel hadn’t allocated a room at the time, so they definitely wouldn’t have gone in 
first. 

After all, that evening, everyone’s focus was on Fu Yechuan and Ning Yue. 

“Who is this?” 

“He came here with people from the Su Group.” Chen Mian glanced at Ning Yue and 
pursed his lips. 

He hesitated, not knowing whether to continue talking. 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes were piercing, “Continue.” 

“Su Jin and Su Nan from the Su Group brought two children. Of course, Mr. Shang also 
came in the name of the Su Group.” “ 

You mean Shang Qian?” 

Fu Yechuan stood up abruptly, with an extremely ugly expression on his face. 
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